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Gathering
Spot
Hyde Park garden is ready
for events of any size
BY HILLARY COPSEY
Photos by Robin Victor Goetz, RVGP Inc.
Carol Wilson is a keen gardener who worked hard to
make the yard of her Hyde Park home beautiful. But,
with her son in college and her daughter graduating
high school, she was enjoying new hobbies, thinking
about the future and in need of a project.
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“We worked with what was here
in a creative and organic way.”
—Tom Fryman, Natorp’s
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What Carol had was a pretty yard with
a big chunk of unseen and somewhat
unusable space thanks to a steep slope
at the back of the property, which is just
less than an acre. What she wanted was
a gorgeous and welcoming space just as
practical for large parties as for a quiet
dinner for two. She wanted a back yard
that could be a gathering spot for the
families her children might have one day.
“I just kept thinking, ‘Wouldn’t it be
wonderful if they could get married
here?’” Carol says.
Hours of discussion with a landscape
architect, years of work and 50 tons of
stone later, Carol has the yard of her
dreams.
Clay brick patio spaces stretch across
the back of the mid-century house,
with a sitting area off the living room,
a cafe table and fountain outside the
kitchen and an intimate dinner spot
next to the master bedroom. The clay
bricks were reused from the original
patio, with new, darker bricks outlining
the space. Hand-mortared walls match
the water feature, create a sense of
enclosure and provide a practical use as
extra seating.

From the patios, walkways lead to
a refurbished storage shed and a large
mahogany deck overlooking the back
of the property. In the leafy green of
summer, you see only peeks of neighboring homes.
The view from the deck reveals the
secret of the back yard—and the real
work that went into it. The slope is fully
terraced, with walkways and gardening
beds and storage built under the shed.
Down a short flight of steps, a pavilion
is tucked among the trees. Carol likes to
read there and often is visited by deer
and birds.
“I tell my husband, ‘Why do I need to
go on vacation when I can just come out
here?’” she says.

Setting the stage
The backyard redesign began in fall of
2008 with the installation of the patio,
seat walls, fountain, lighting and microirrigation system. The deck and terrace
work began the following spring—the
stone had to be lowered in from a
neighbor’s driveway—and the project
was completed when the pavilion was
finished in 2010.
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1 A natural stone path past a healthy oak leaf hydrangea leads to a lower deck that’s perfect for dinner parties. 2 A classically styled fountain stands in a central position between
the yard’s multiple gathering areas. 3 Beyond the fountain, a preexisting storage shed
adds a rustic element to the landscape. 4 Built-in seating in the deck area adds another
conversation space.
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The project was handled by Natorp’s, the
Mason-based landscape design firm and
nursery that still provides maintenance on
the property.
“We worked with what was here in a creative and organic way,” says landscape architect Tom Fryman. “This is a unique place and
I made sure it stayed that way.”
Fryman and the Natorp’s crew kept most
of the original trees and added in hardy,
unusual plants such as a Persian Parrotia
tree picked for its fantastic fall color, a burst
of orange and yellow and purple. They left a
few beds for Carol to bring in annuals each
spring, but created a landscape of perennials to keep the yard lush nearly year-round.
The result is a yard that fits in with the
neighborhood, yet feels natural and completely individual—as if the houses popped
around this wooded escape.
“The question always was, ‘How nice
can we make it? How nice can it be?’”
Fryman says. “Not ‘how over-the-top?,’
but ‘how nice?’”
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5 The landscaping team built a substantial
retaining wall to make more of the back yard
usable. 6 As the sun begins to set, candles
are the perfect accent to light pathways. 7
Generously sized stones—part of the 50 tons
used on the project—make for handsome
stairs to the wooded section of the lot. 8 Carol
and her West Highland Terrier Sugar share a
quiet moment in a lower-level pavilion tucked
into the woods.
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“Flowers are
really jewelry
for any table
or event.”
–Robin Buop, Botanica
78 housetrends.com

Although the redesign was “finished” in 2010, maintenance and
work continues. Some plants haven’t worked out as expected and
had to be replaced. Other things didn’t quite meet Carol’s vision.
She and Fryman continue to discuss and revise the project.
“You can’t just plant and be done,” Carol says. “You have to be
willing to say, ‘Let’s just try this and see if it works.’”
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The Persian Parrotia tree known for its fall color is seen
halfway between the shed and the deck in the background.
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Flights of fancy
No weddings have happened yet, but
the back yard regularly is home to
bridge club and other gatherings. Add in
food, drinks and fresh flower arrangements, and the beautiful back yard is
a space that holds up to the fanciest of
venues. On a recent summer evening it
was home to an elegant affair with food,
barware and table settings provided by
Cooks’Wares accented with candles and
fresh flowers by the team at Botanica.
“Flowers are really jewelry for any table
or event,” says Robin Buop, owner of
Botanica, a Cincinnati floral design firm.
“They just help tie everything together.”

Multi-purpose patios
Even on ordinary days, Carol spends a
good chunk of her time in the back yard
enjoying morning coffee by the fountain and dinner on the patio. The deck
where she plays bridge with her friends
doubles as a nature observation deck,
and the shady pavilion is a cool retreat
on even the hottest days.
“It’s beautiful,” Carol says. “I just
love it.”
Recipes prepared by Joe Westfall,
Culinary School Director at
Cooks’Wares. Full recipes
can be found at housetrends.com,
search: lemon–lime mousse or
grilled shrimp and pineapple.
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Thinking about your own backyard
makeover? Check out advice Natorp’s
Tom Fryman has collected during his
28-year career. Go to housetrends.com
and search: Backyard facelift
10 Sangria served in sleek acrylic barware
is perfect for sipping while strolling among
the flowers. 11 Lemon–lime mousse with
blueberry compote and lavender scented
whipped cream 12 Grilled shrimp and
pineapple with fresh fruit salsa

RESOURCES

Landscaper Tom Fryman, Natorp’s;
Wreath, candles and fresh flower
arrangements Botanica; Food, dinnerware and barware Cooks’Wares;
Planters Renaissance Garden Ornament
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